ProjectWise Integrated World-Wide Web Access To Total Project Information

ProjectWise is a software system, from WorkPlace System Solutions, that uses Internet technology to provide access to project information from all sites of an enterprise participant, wherever located in the world. ProjectWise dynamically creates Web pages using real-time project information. Updated Web pages are created from information managed by a document control engine that works automatically without requiring the frequent attention of a Webmaster. With ProjectWise, construction project information is unified in a single environment, so that anyone on the project team can easily access needed information with confidence that it is current. Designers, architects, engineers, and owners around the world can collaborate as if their offices were separated by a partition, not thousands of miles. Project members can see progress by reviewing engineering designs; viewing the project schedule to see if events are on track; reviewing construction materials; seeing site photographs and project renderings; reviewing invoices; redlining drawings; organizing change-order information; and managing correspondence. For enterprise teams, ProjectWise provides rapid exchange of information among project participants; more complete automatic reporting; access to data from a single source; more disciplined adherence to work process and review procedures; and continuous and systematic view of project status.
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